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Cyber Safety Children’s Agreement
I ____________________ agree to the following


I will not give out personal information (such as school I go to or location that I am at) or
contact details (such as address and phone contacts, or parents work details) to any
website without my parents or caregiver’s’ permission



I will tell Horizons Oscar staff right away if I come across any information that makes me
feel uncomfortable in any way.



I will not go on YouTube or any You Tube or video links to a website without prior
permission of the Horizons Oscar Staff



I will not go on any other social media site (including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) while
I am at Horizons Oscar



I will not go online or play any games without the prior approval of Horizons Oscar Staff



I will not respond to any messages that are mean or in any way make me feel
uncomfortable. It is not my fault if I get a message like that. If I do I will tell my OSCAR
leader, who will inform my parents or caregivers, right away



I will follow these rules for going online. I will not access other areas or break these rules
without the permission of Horizons Oscar Staff



I will not give out my Internet password to anyone (even my best friends) except my
parents or caregivers.



I will not download or install software or apps onto any of the electronic devices, including
tablets or computer equipment, within Horizon OSCAR Program.



I will not go on any electronic devices without the permission of Horizons Oscar Staff

I understand this agreement covers all (including personally owned) electronic devices such as
computers, tablets, chromebooks and cellphones etc.

__________________________
Child sign here

__________________________
Parent(s) sign here

April 2016

